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INTRODUCTION

Med0 assistanCe for public awareness of gifted children s needs; and'.
information about new directions into the arts, creativity, leadership, curricu-
lum, and counsciling -for the gifted, highlighted the Bicentennial Midyear
Leadership Training Institute in Kansas City, January 26, 27., 1976.

Team meMbers from 15 states; three schOol districts, and three guest
participants frOm Tehran, Iran, braved a Missouri/Kansas snow storm to
attend input :and dialogue sessions with eight consultants at the two-day
institute. During work sessions, ale participants'developed plans to integrate

-the information they had received at the institute into their own district
gifted program.

The following seven presentations were given on the first day of the
,

institute. The transcripts have been.provided by the consultants and edited
only for clarity. One pi-esentation (Mary Hunter Wolf) has been transcribed
from a tape 'recording df her session. The constiltant's address, biography,
and photograph-follows each contribution:

The eighth consultant, cruise Palmer, Executive Editor of the Kansas
City Star and Times, appeared at the dialogue sessions and his remarks are
carried in that section. A list of participants with addresses complete the bocik.

Barbara Jbhnson
Publications Editor
N/S-LTI-G/T



CREATIVITY AND TAE GIFTED

Frank Bar on, Professor of Fdu ional Psychology, Univer f California,'Santa Cruz, Califo nia

'There areemany ways to be gifted.:. That shciuld go without saying, but
the fact is that many educators, when they think-of giftedness, think mostly
of whatever is rheakred hy IQ, tests. And the suspicion has been growing that
IQ tests are lapping verbal comorehemsion more than anything else..

One of the surprising results of emnirical research on creativity has been
the discovery that' there, are many factors ki creativity that bear only -a slight
relationship to sdores on conventional intelligence tests. Creativity caitt for

-such abilities as divergent productive thinkhlg, ideational anci, association&
fluency, transformation of visual configurations, recognition and production
of Symbolic equivalences, and the ability -to recognize problems. The best
tests fOr creativity are 'ones with no 'single (rght answer. Ratner, the test
preSents'an.open-ended opportunity to think up all sorts of possible answers,
allowing for individuality rather than requiring conformance.

The importance of the non-verbal is inareasingly heing recognized. In
art, naturally enough, non;verbal abilities are of pararnount importance. But.

#
work with creative people in a variety of fields points to the role of the non-
verbal in the creative process itself. Creation uses images more often, than
words. The generation and transformation of images is the essence of the
creative act. -

My own research, both_ with children and with creative people in the
arts and sciences, has depended heavily On new tests.- One ol these I., would
like to tell you about today. It taps into both verbal and configurational
abilities. I call it the Symbol Equivalence TeSt. I have developed fonts of it
for several age groups, including second graders, sixth graders, and high
school and college students.
1. Second graders at Vallecito Elementary School, Lafayette, California

This suhurban public school in the San Francisco Bay Area provided the
setting for a study of children, ages 6 to 8. After preliminary conferences
with the school principal and-the teaching staff, the principal investigator was
welcomed Into a second-grade class for one morning a week, for a period of
ten weeks. He was introduced fo the children' as a visiting teacher, and he was
more than plessed after the third week to hear himself described by one
child to another as "a teen-ager who's trying to learn how to teach.-

,
-Our goal in this instance was two-fold: to administer some tests used in

eartier esearch with adults to see whether and what they might be discri-
minating in children, and secondly fo relate test scores to teacher ratings of
creative potential. We used the Symbol Equivalence Test and some variants
of it in a form simplified for children.



The tests were introcruced in a context of "having fun doing different
,

things," implying doing things differently as well. We began by using the
method of Symbolic equivalence applied to nuMbers, asking the children to,
say, e g , whether a given digit Might be a boy or a girl, or a daddy or a
mbrnmy, or a dog or a cat; etc. We then moved on to natural objects as
stimul6s images: first, the sun, pen the moon, then mountains, trees, lakes,
etc. From there we went to more abstract contextual stirhuli, such as the

, Seasons of the year, various holidays such as-Christmas, Easter, birthdays, etc.
We concluded with equivalences between body imagery-and Mechanical
devices (what's like a heart, what's like eyes, ears, legs, etc.). In the first.
phase of this work, we would present the stimulus image and encourage free
response, aloud and ad lib, from, the entire class. (For example: "All right,
now, wtlat's like the sun?" Typical answers: a ball, an orange, a lamp, a bal-
loon, a. penny, fire, a laser beam. -What's like the moon?" Answers: a peach,
a piece of,cheese, a yellow ball, a banana.) This last captivating response, Of
course, led to a consideration of the phases and fickleness of-the moon
compared with the sun, and we Were soon back to number equivalences,
mommy and daddy, etc.

The Vallecito project, together with the Art in the Park project to be
described in the next section of this paper, led us to new measurement efforts
that we think are impOrtant to basic questions in aesthetic education, and we
shall therefore go' into more detail at this point'.

"Symbol- is-defined in Webster's Unabridged Dictionary as "a represen-
tation; and eriblem; a sign; an image; a token.- Its derivation is from the
Greek "sym" meaning "together," and "bollein," "to throw.''- A symbol is a
fairly stable, synthesizing, repeatable element of experience that, serves to
unite the conscious with the unconscious and aids adaptation of the inner-
personal world to the outer world. An aspect of reality which exists first of
all in itself, and not as a symbol, is made use of by the mind to staild for
other realities.

If one thinks of .symbols in this fashion, a simple and interesting
empirical Question ari es, What makes a given aspect -of reality apt for
symbolization? Furth do symbols. differ in their degree of aptness or
fitness? Are some per :ns better able than others to perceive symbolic equiva-
lences and thus to rike more extensive and more elegant use of the realities
available for symborzation?

These questions provided the impetus for our inclusion of measures of
symbolic scope in our research.

Symbols which usually are used in' a denotative way are also fraught
with connotations and are actually part of a complex symbolic network.
While they are commonly instrumental in a literal statement, the apperceptive
mass activated by them leads readily to non-literal or metaphoric statements
which very often are outside the central focus of consciousness. Awareness
of this, and technical command of it, is the secret of the artist and poet, and
for this reason we have made it a central part of this research. .

In the Vallecito study, twenty-two stimulus words were read, one at a
time, to each child (11 boys and 9 girls)_ The children were tested individu-
ally, and each was told to tell what each word (or image) reminded him of.
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For example, the tester asked, -What is the sun like and the child's answer
was recorded verbatim by the tester.

The analYsis of the results of the test responses needs to be divided into
two parts for each symbol stimulus: 1) the nomothetic result% extracting the
common properties of the responses in order to delineate the general Charac-
teristics of each symbol stimulus; 2) the idiographic results; separation of
the creative and original br unusual symbolic equivalences from merely
descriptive or banaLassociations.

The stimulus images irrtheNallecito study can be divided into four basic
categories: 1) earth cyclesSun, Moon -,-- Night, bay, Spring, Summer, Fall
and Winter; 2) colorsRed, Green, Black, (3We-, White, YelloW; 3) religion
God, Church, Priest, Laster, ChriStmes; 4) family and schoolFather,
Mother, Teacher. .

Suh yielded responses using such of its aspects as,shape, luminescence;
power, color, fertility, and ability'to burmand give heat. Several children's
responses emphasized its round shape ("moon," "ball," "ball of fire,- and.
"ball of string"). The sun's luminescense is recalled in light-giving response
images (-moon," "heat lamp,- "laser beam," "fire,- -starl-. The sun is
equated with celestial quality or heaVenly body ("moon," "star"), and is a
heat source (-heat "ball of fire"). Its rays are characterized in "laser
beam" as well as is its power. "Yellow flowers" shares the sun's color, and
are products of its fertility. "Outside play," "swimming," and "summer" all
share the sun's properties 04c/el/light. The most original symbolic equivalence

-for sun was the response -laser 6eam," because it bypassed the usual associ-
ations to shape, light and heat; it took note of the power as well as of the
rays or arms of the sun.

Niobn evoked associations of round shape ("ball," "circle,- "sun"),
luminescence (-lamp,- "sun"), color (-clouds," -lamp," "banana-) and
celestiality ("clouds,- -Planet,- "sun"). The moon is land to -martians-
and "astronauts.- An original symbolic equivalence to moon,given by one
child was -banana"; this response takes note of the moon's shape in its
crescent phase and of its color in a orticular relationship to the atmosphere
(i.e.the moon looks yellow when there are heavy concentrations of dust in
the atmosphere).

Night is mainly .associated with the sense of sight, as shown in the
children's responses. Night starids for dprkness ("bed," "lights,- "stars,"

-mOvies-), half of the sun-earth cycle (its- partner is "day,"), as
well as the black magic of the unconscious (-wishes,"."spirits-). There were
no notable original symbolic equivalences given by this group of children to
night.

Day is a source of light (-summer," "play," -schen," -Saturday,"
-bike rides," all implying the necessity for light), a time for play ("summer,-
-Saturday,- -TV,- -bike rides-), and to some degree freedom ("play,"
-Saturday,", "summer," -TV," "bike rides-), a time when children can do
what they want to do. Many children took note of the other half of the
earth cycle . (-night"). There were no particularly original symbolic
equivalences for day.
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The four seasons wtre given, each as a separate syrIbol stimUlus. The
children's responses to Spring and Summer were fairly uniform. The responses
indicated that both Spring and Summer are symbols of sight and touch. BOth
were equated with daylight (Spring: -sun," "summer," "swimming":
Summer: -sun," "swimming;" "play"), fertility (pring: "sun," "flowers";
Summer: -sun," "swimming"), and other season ,cycles(Spring: "sumnier";
Summer: "spring,- "Winter"). Spring is also a sYmbol of life ("flowers,"
"animals:: "sun"), while-Surrimer is also equated with de-emphasis of work
("swimrriing,"1"play").--

Fall and Winter also Qelded responses that equate them with sight and
touch. Fall is -connected to transition from Summer to Winter ("winter,"

--leaves falling"), is equated with coldness and wetness ("rain,--'hybernation,"._
"winter,- -wind"), and is a time of the approach of vulnerability to the
elemeras (-wind," "hybernation,- "rain"). Winter signifies coldness ("ice,-

"skiirig"), and hardness ("ice"). White is thecoldr of Winter (-snow,

A..mong the color symboletimuli, Red, Green and YelloW were equated.
with life or life source (Red: "roses,- "blood,- -apple"; Green: -grass,"
"leaves," "plants," "trees," "greenhouse,- "mint"; Yellow: "flowers," -sun."
"lemon"). Re'd was associatgd with the sense of touchit is hot ("blood,- -
-volcano:- -fire"). Green and Yellow got responses equating them with fer-
tility (Green: -grass,- "leaves," "plants,- "trees," -greenhouthe,:' "mint";
Yellow: -"flowers,- "sun," "lemon"). One original symbolic equivalence to
Green was "martians"; the child used his.imagination to depict the color of .

people from outerspace. -
The color7stimuli Black, Btue, and White yielded few- interpretable

equivalences. Black drew very few associations at all, but was primarily equated
with night ("night-). Blue'was equated with the natural elements of water
(-lake-) and air ("sky,"'.L'air"), while ft is celeitial ("sky," "air"). White isa

difficult symbol to -interpret from this group, of children. The responses
"cement," "plaster," "baint- and "movie screen- all cOnnote a hard surface..
Only "snow- refers to the traditional interpretation of purity, while "sky"
and "light- reveal White's clearness.

Among the religiou§ symbol stimuli,, God connotes power ("sun,"
-preist,- -father,- -Jesus-); patriarchy (-father,- -Jesus,- "preist-),
celestiality ("Jesus," "sun,- "heaveril, invisibility and intangibility
("ghosts," "Jesus," -angels-). Some responses associate God with death
("Jesus," -ghosts," "angels," "heaven") and messengers ("Jesus," -ghosts,"
angels,-- 'stories,- "prophets," -priests-). Church is associated with a .

communal gathering place ("chIppel,;" -castle," "school," -building with
cross-) for learning ("school-) to pay homage ("mass.," "bread,- "music,"
-kneeling,- -prayers," "worship-) as a form of tribal communication to
divinity (-God,-, "Jesus'."). Priest is a parriachal symbol ("God," "Jesus,-
"minister,"father-) of power (-God," -Jesus-) and of worship ("praying,"
-bread-). The holidays Easter dnd Christmas were barely recognized by the
children as a religious symbol and were mainly shown to be symbols of (the
children's) acquisitiveness (Easter. -eggs," "candy,- "rabbits-; Christmas: to
"toys,- "presents.- "candy,- "Halloween,- "birthday:). Christmas was
also thought of as a season ( -trees," -snow,- -winter-). Christmas and Easter
are cultural, not univecsal Symbols; in American culture, the material side of
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Christmas is emphasized, and young children in.partcular are coriseious of
getting presents. .

Among the family and schOol symbols, the symbol stimuluS Father is
Otriarchal ("grandpa," "brother-in-law," "gorilla,- "ion," "God"). and is a
symbol of potiver ("God," "gorilla"): He .is half of the- sexual union with
"mother." "Gorilla" was an original Symbolic equiValence, since it animalizes

' a humap, and depicts strength, fearlessness and dominance over others-
Mother is the other half of the union with "father," is the matriarchal symbol
(-grandmother,- -daughter-,- "dresses"), a life source ("fooa," "money,"
-work") as well as a nutprant feeder ("food," "cooking"); Teacher, as a
symbol stimulus, yielded more associations than equivalences. Teacher is a
caretaker ("mother") and a transmitter of knowledOradding machine,"
-school," -work," -learning: "arithmetic-Y.

As pedagogical devices, these exercises were designed . to encourage
metaphorical thinking.:and to introduce the problem-solving Strategy of
making the familiar strange, or finding something strange about the familiar.
Essentially, we were encouraging intellectual factors of the Guilford 'sort
(such as Gestalt .Transformation) as well as- the Koestler sort (bisociation,
remote association)1 In subsequent sessions we employed various of the
Guilford tests as games (Alternate Uses and Consequences, e.g.).

The program waS sponsored by the Berkeley Community Center. and
was a summer program for some 150 children, ages nine to thirteen. A variety
of art classes were offered, including painting, drawing, sculpting, dance,
improvisational drama, and light shows. The setting was mostly outdoors in a
secluded' park in Berkeley, though there was one building available and it was
'used occasionally for dance and light shows. An amphitheatre was part of
the setting and the drama classes staged their work there.

Our main aim was to discover whether symbolic scope, as measured by
the Symbol Equivalence Method, would be increased by the experience. To

_ this end, we administered two newly constructed children's forms to the test,
more comple)c than the Vallecito form for six to eight year olds, and
containing -figural as well as verbal items, at the beginning and just before the
end of the program. Since these newly developed forms of the Symbolic
Equivalence Test have not been described nor the nolms published elsewhere.
we shall include that information in our report at this point.

Avotal of 142 children were tested initially in the Art in the Park
program, and 64 of these were re-tested at the end. (The others had dropped
out or could not be located for testing.) The children were asked-to respond
to 34 stimulus images, including 24 phrases and 10 drawings. (The drawings
are reproduced later when responses to that part of the test are described.)

The individual stimulus images are more difficult to analyze as symbols
than were those in the Vallecito study, since they are phrases (not single
wordl containing compound properties. The children were asked to write
down what each phrase or picture made them think of or feel like. The
images are of two kinds: active (e.g., popcorn popping) or static (e.g., shiny
silver pebbles). With these complex images, it is most important to 'pick out
the properties or characteristics of the symbol that induce the responses.

With that in mind, let us consider the verbally presented images one at a
Time White bird flying over the sea is an image that children discerned as a
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solitary object ("handkerchief," "sp4,- "feather," "flash," _loud,- -sail,
boat," "airplane," -superman," "Seagull," "dove")- moving ("blowing,"
"moving," -floating") over or through a massive expanSive space ("in wind,"
"across the sky;" "over the sea"):. alme children.gave the symbolic equiva-
lences -loneliness," "freedom:" "beauty,- and "peacefulness."

Hearts pounding -symbolizes life function ("health," "life," "blood
poisoning,"-"earache"), and partly because of the eientual wearing away due
to the repetitive banging sound ("thumping," "drums," "hammer banging"),
inevitable death ("death," "spooky-).

Babbles floating inIthe wind evoked images using moverneni ,in air
("snow falling,1"signal from a prisoner," -birds -fixing saucers"),
separation from a source ("feather," "flying saucers," "space ships"), weight-
lessness ("feather," "champagne bubbles") and round shape ('balls," "eggs,"
-planets-). Two responses indicate an interuption of freedomleeking ("I
can do anything I want," "signal' frorri a prisoner"). The most creative
symbolic equivalence was "signal from a prisoner," since it not only implied,
the purpose or motive behind the action, but it also indidated who the
motjyator behind the action was:

9 The children's responses to popcorn Roppinb spelled out several charac-
teristics. Popcorn popping incorporated upward movement ("volcano,"
-people jumping," grasshoppers hopping," -jumping beans," "fireworks,"
-things jumping"), sudden violent movement ("volcano,- "fireworks"),
heat ("volcano,- "fireworks-), spilling from a container ("Volcano," "pods
poppingl, sound ("Morse code,' "pods popping," "bud8 bursting," -fire-
works,- "beating noise"), as well as expansion ot a compressed object ("pods
popping." :'fireworks,- "buds bursting"). -Morse code" is an original equiva-
lence that is an example of a fanciful, playful association. It depicts the
scattered rhythmic sound of one object hittinj another.

Dark shadows moving around symbolizes, to these children, fear of the_
unknown ("black ghost,- -spook," "monster,- "psycho,- -somebody's
watching me"), or possibly, fear of the pnconscious.

Laughing ladies symbolizes the sound of verbal picking apart ("gossip,"
"chickens"), a mixture of positive emotions (happiness," -love-) and fearful
emotions ("creeps,- -witches," "crazy ladies,," -nuts"), implying that laughter
may, on the surface, be pleasant, but is often a disguise for something
frightening, perhaps evil, even for insanity.

Echoes in a dark cave yielded very few responses. The properties of
sound (-crowd of people,- "yelling in your ear-), and the feeling of isola-
tion ("lost Man,- -being alone") were given.

Bird flying up and up is primarily characterized by the quality of unbound
freedom ("free bird," 'liberty," -free enjoymentl.

The characteristics of Red oozing contained in the children's responses
were its color ("red paint," -blood-) its wetness ("red paint,'.' -blood,"
-cut"), its warmth (-blood," "warm-) and its source ("upside down can of
paint," -blood," -71311:

Flower bud, ursting has a positive connotation ("pretty," "beauty,"
happiness of pirc (Thew life," "Spring,') "ehgs hatching-), motion from

closed to open (-bombs exploding,- -explosion," -eggs hatching-) and
metamorphosk ("balloons popping:: "bombs exploding," -new life,"
-Spring, eggs hatc--.ing").

1 1



Sand sifting through hands yielded few responses, but one tharactoristic
was revealed-the movement of one particle through an object ("soaking up
the sun,- "gold through.a rich man's hands").

Falling down a deep hole contains the properties of movement through t
air ("flying," "dropping in space"), gravitatianal pull ("droPping in space,"
"div'ing ih water:. "bear falling down trap") and encapsulation ("captured,"
"bear falling down a trap"). Two of the -responses indicated that the image
symbolized death and possibly even the descent to hell ("repent," "dead").

The responses to shiny silver pebbles characterized va/ue,..("cool magic
charms," "sparkling diarnonds;" "lots of nickels,- "sterling silver shining-in
the distance"), and round-like shape ("lake with rocks on the -botton,"
"buttons,- -nickels," "gold").

The responses to two eyes staring concentrated on'shape ("sun'and
moon:" -cats eyes"), duality ("sun and moon,- "cats eyes"), and the fixating

-of visual attention. ("lovers," "hypnotist," "ctviriosity," "cat's eyes staring
from a dark corner"). -The sun and moon" is an original response, lending a
cosmic sense to two eyes staring, as if the two-eyes were the all-knowing
vigilant gaze of bodies from the universe upon the earth.

Lots of hands clapping- yielded responses focusing pn the repetitive
sound ("drurni playing far away," "rain on the roof,- "heartbeats") of the
motion of one object hitting another (-drums," "rain on the roof," "heart--
beats1and approval ("earthly praise").

Caught in a web contains the characteristics of entangle n ("tied
up") in a-matrix ("knitting").

Rain on the roof has a variety of properties revealed by the childreWs
responses. There is sound ("rocks hitting the roof," "pitter patter," "dripping
drOps," "loud," "sticks clattering together," "heartbwt," "drum rhythm,"
"feet running," "birds running"), of motion ("rocks hitting the roof," "bombs
ovet the country," "rain on the doghouse," "dripping drops," "falling rocks,"
-"drum rhythm"), of one object hitting another ("rocks hitting roof," "bombs
over country,- "rain on doghouse,- "sticks clattering together"), in a down-
ward direction ("sunshine," "rocks hitting roof," "bombs over country,"
"rain on doghciuse," "dripping drops," "falling socks," "drum rhythm").
Two final pru-erties of the stimulus image are sense of touch ("wel water,"
"Wet," "cold"), and shape ("drops," "bombs," "dripping drops," "rocks")

Deep water implies quantity, ("big glass of water," "sea," "deep swim-
ming pool," "ocean," "deep, pond," "puddle") or boundaries ("deep swim-
ming, pool," "big glass,of water," "sea," "ocean," "deep pond," "puddle,"-
"twiner-) A few responses indicate reference to the following properties:
death ("drowning," 'dead"), amount of light ("dark," "shadows") and
distance ("quicksand," "tunnel"). Both "death" and "quicksand': are creative
symbolic equivalences: "death" refers to the netherworld aspect of deep
water while "quicksand" suggests a-perfect analogy of depth, sinking in, and
drowning.

The responses to floating feather yielded rather vague psropertiesthat
of motion in air (-flying," "glider," "soft slow 'air," "parachute," "snow-
flakes," "kite"), smoothness or motion ("light," "graceful," "swift,"

woop-) and the light weight of the object pet forming the motion ("leat,"
"bird,- "bug,- "seagull," "kite," "parachute")
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Drawing No. 4 had one creative response referring to color (" stained
glass") and the remaining responses all referred to its shape. Some responses
focused un the whale draWing ("gunsight,- -tire:" -quartered pie")
while etrIerS (ocLised on the intersecting cross ("window." -farget'
in the dot.- fancy addition sign-) Still others focused on thR flatness

njuv target,- -bulls-eye,- -stained glass.- "potholder) Several of
,rrer re p_m,,es,deplued the drawing as an °bleu to be tur narget,
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vvpver hoth studls had rriarly responses releir mg to abstract qualitiPS SuCh
aS power, loneliness. beauty, purity, knowledge, death, freedom, appmval,
tedr. A ar ming, the vnic1 By and large, the drawings al the Art in the Park
study yielded LorwroTP qkiihtlec . mainly referring to the shape cir contiqo

on of the drdwings although irony 01 them had characteristics of sound,
dod attr rb,ded to them I he slimulos images iii both studies were

tilar dr_ lel pOSS.c.,.31 nut) either a cer lain shape, tereber atm e, color, speed,
guarg,t intAement swell iii i onhiguration fl thq universe
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Frank Barron is Professor of Psychology and Director of the Laboratoey for the
Psycholoi)ical Study of Lives at the University of California, Santa Cruz: and Research
Psychologist, the Institute ut Per NWItillty ut AsseSVI lerit and Research. Unikiersity of
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INNOVATIONS IN EDUCATION:
CURRICULA FOR THE GIFTED ANO TALENTED
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2 The innovations which are most successful and which persist for the
longest perind of time are ones in which all the partiripants had a
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Atli of Right5 namely, that each person should have the opportunity
to learn up to his or her potential, that the learning is done in such
a way that it does not interfere wah the rights of any other person
and hna, y, that attention is given the skills, knowledge, and COM
mon,ent needed to improve the democratic quality Of lite in this

yve have had some programs tor the gifted which fostered
a sense oo superiority among gifted students and/or a sense of
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for self=diagnosis and alternativi; ielf-prescriptions for learning, the
students would learn more and teachers would have more time and
energy to tviiwhole human beings themselves Teaching students
how to help each other learn isblso a useful and effective approach

10. Worthwhile innovarrons can come into being and be maintained
only if resources are provided for regular, ongoing supportive, and
complementary services; chief among them being money for plan-
ning, research development, and inseryice education. This should
equal from i percent to fifteen percent of the budget allocated
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HMI' MEDIA CAN ASSIST
IN HikISING PUEll IC CONSuloUSNEs3
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The easy way is to hire an experienced PR man ocwoman to work with
your group, either as a full-time employee or as a consultant: Instead of one
individual, you may hire several through a_ PR agency which will officially
serve,ar, yoiir consultant and help develop and execute programs for you. The
onry hard part about this approach is getting a-budget to take on professional
staf 1.

If you haven't any money to pay staff or consultants, the next easy
way is tp recruit one or more PR' professionals on a volunteer basis. Many
inc1ividliJI3, either because of their intellectual interest in a field or because
of a personal involvement in a field as a parent, etc., gladly will volunteer if
pr ompted to work .on an advisory or a task-force basis for a nonprofit Organ-

.-

I/abet-1's PR projects. Additionally, many for-profit companies encourage
their. /PR staf f (encourage is too weak a word, they:order them) to take on_
PH assignments for nonprofit groups as part of the company's community
rplations program and, sometimes, as part of the staff member's personal

_development. In any case, you have the benefit ,of_professional help at no
cost. Sometimes you can gather together 10 to 20 people on one PR
committee.

I have sat on PR committees where the combined salary of the PR men
present was in exceSs -of a half-million dollars. We worked as hard to.solve
problerns,_ develop programs, and help execute them as we did for our own
companies.

This approach works if you are located where a large number of PR
people work in the area. If you don't have any contacts with PR people .i.n
your area, sometimes the local Public Relations Society of America chapter
or the local publicity or advertising club can find volunteers for you.

Occasionally, you also can recruit volunteers from the news media in
your community.

What I have just described is the easy way to handle the people
problem.

The hard was is to train yourself or one or two members of your staff
to han-dle PR.

PR Workshops or Courses
There are many ways this can be done.
You can attend PR workshops or longer-term courses given by your

iocal Publicity or Advertising Club, the local Chapter of the'Public Relations
,Society of America, Chrber of Commerce or other groups not affiliated
with an educational institution. There is usuallv a fee, often minimal. I have
helped conduct PR workshop courses put. on by the first four organizations I
named and can report that, they are well worth the effort to attend.

Sometimes PO or publicity courses are offered by local high schools as
part of their adutedtAcation evening programs, and by local colleges,and
nriiversities. Some local newspapers conduct publicity seminars for nonprofit
groups

If no formal PR courses are open then you must go the self-training
route. Self-training involves selecting PR books from the public library or a
bookstore and actually visiting local newspapers and radio and TV stations.
The papers and electronic media will show you the courtesy'of having you
tour their facilities and telling you how to submit story or program ideas to
the appropriate departments.
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If you find you have to go this route, larger newspapers have a PR or
Public Information Department which will help you make the appropriate.
contacts. Smaller newspapers without these departments can be approached
through the editOr. Larger radio and TV stations also have PR or Public,Infor-
mat ion Departments which will assist you. Smaller stations can be approached
through the program director, neWs pclitor, or station manager. They are
approachable and they will help you, especially if you come from the not-
for-profit sector. 1-n fact, if you make a good enough case for your project,
they might even assign a -volunteer- from -their staff to help you.

Many columnists and radio and TV program hosts -adopt- a specific
non-profit organization or project and give invaluable support, especially
during the early launch period.

So much f6r PR persdnnel.
Now for the secohd part of cOn ciousness raisingthe programthe PR.

project or projects.
Contrary to what Marshall McLuhan has told youyour message deter-

mines the medium you seek. This part of consciousness raising is more subtle
and complexAan the personnel part.

Thiseis so because you must plan-, gerferate and communicate significant
acts which will raise the public consciousness on 'behalf of education of the
gifted. The key here is "significance,- Significance- for whOrn? First, for the-
men and women who run the media you targetbut, most importantly,
'significance for the public you seek-to enlist.

Sell Lawn, Not Seed
To put it in crude, commercial terms: The psychology. Of the salesman

must be applied. A grass seed salesman is taught not to sell his :seed, but
rather to sell his customer's lawn. -Don't sell the .seed, sell the lawn. The
benefit iS sold, not just the bare product. Thus, you can see selling is both a
case of education as well as of persuasion. This is the frame of mind you must
use when you sit down to plan a-program which will use the media to develop
support for your prdgrams.

In other words, you must first ask yourself: What's in it for the public
you are addressing? As parents? As pdtentially gifted persons? As neithei-
parent nor nJled persons? As educators? And- so on. In whatever form yoU
decide , the appeal for your program, it basically m,ust be significant
for the lc you are addressing. Otherwise no communication transaction
will occ

first talc& up how you capture the interest of the men and women
who run the mediathe editors, columnists, commentators, talk show hosts:.

You do this by borrowing the tools of the reporter's profession. A
reporter -tes either a news story or a feature story. A news story is just
that. It , -s some timely element to it, the when-z-yesterday7 today,
tomorrov, fleshed out with the who, what, where, why and-how. Jr is in a .

sense, perishablelike fruits and vegetables in a produce market. The longer
it is held, the more likely it will lose its ability to attract a buyer_ Its interest
soon perishes as far as the newsman is concern6d, and he tosses it into the
refuse danunless you Rnd some way to refresh ,it, revive itunless you can
turn it into a feature.
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A feature by definition is ti story not 0 such an immediate nature that
,

. .

it requires or rates either p press conference or a general release, It is Whar we
..

call "evergreen",- instead of perishable.
Example of a news story would be the announcement df the appoint ent

ot a new-director of a State Department of Education, Example Of a feature
wotijd be a later story about him as a personalityhis hobbies, speeihl
intereSts, achievements, Unusual methods of carrying out his-afficial duties,
etc in both cases, the State Department 'of Education woulP figure promi-
nently in the story.

r, more on peint for this Institute, a hews story would be the announce-
ment:of the inauguration- of 'a special educatiOnal program for'certain gifted
persons in a state or a cominunity. A feature 'Would be a follow-up
stery reporting on how it was operating. In both cases, the Special educational.
program Would be the backbone of the stery.

News or Featore Item
I n.any event:to capture the,ihterest of thenews media end thus have a

chance:to reach the larger public you hope to arouse; your stories must be
cast ih.the form of a news or efeature item.

4
This would be a gOod time, to point .out the basicf,differences in the

structure or the ,forrnat- of the'two types of stories. A news 6tor'Y takesz the
shape 'of an inverted pyramid, with the poilnt at the bottom. 'The five Wis-1--
who, where, what, when, and whyplus hew-L- belong'in the firSt sentence
or firs't paragraph', with details staPplied in descendind importance.

-This rule grew up in the print media, where harried editors and' make-Up
men had to fit_stories into the newsholethe space that was available at press
time. The rule of thtimb was and is for news Stories to be cut from the, bottom
up, droPping sentences and paragraphs as space requirements demand; with
the knewledge that the. professional rePorter allowed for the'practice in
writing his storY. Thus, if you try to write a news story.from a conventional
essay outline, carefully developing your thenie'and closing with your dramatic,
conclusions, you are in dahger of having the whole 'point 'of your story
dropped if it is printed.

The inverted pyramid, then, describes the format of the news story,
which is timely anciperishable.

The rectangle ,describeS the format of the feature story Which is; ever-
green, can be used any-time, has strong human intierest, and is frecvdently
re-written news story. Unlike the news story, it is assumed that if a feature
is used, it will be used in its entireity. Unlike the news Story, the feature
usuaily begins with an attention-getting statement to open' the storY. Then,
the five W's ar w ked in as the story is developed. Fürthermore,,the good
feature needs 'sna per- for a close. .not neeessarily as strong' as an
O'Henry short tory, closing but sornething that A4ill snap the reaZier's
interest, focusing i on the main point you wish to make. This increaies,the
likelihood that your feature will be usedand used in its totality. ,

Your release must be tailored for the medium you have t;3rgeted. Written
news and feature stories are for newspapers and magazines. Brief, tersescript-
type releases are for radio, which' requires more of a conversational style
with your story up-trent in the release. News scripts for TV, should have
some visual element available, stiN pictures or film clips.
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Row dd you generate these news stories and Jeatu es which 'hopefully
,will build' the Oybliá awareneSs and support-yOu seek? Material for stories
generally corhe from three sources,

The development of new progra
or refineinent of existihg ones.
-The publication br release .of 'local, regional Or national research

s or services, o the odification .

,The use of "names'.or visiting.personalities connécted ith the
cduse you seek to publicize

.

The first tviio, programs and research, can be timed ta fit your schedule;
The -Jest. is -Usually' connected- with the travel schedule' of yoUr visiting ..

,

authority, or your celebrity in residenbe. The first two generally require that,
--everything be carefully written up in advante. The use of your visiting expert-
usually requires- a _few phone calls..in advanCe and then touring with .him or
her around to tlie,appropriate newspaper office, radio station or. TV studio
for'interviewt.'

_Newspaperand Radio Editaripis
In addition to the Standard,neWt release tethnique 1,-,haverbeen describingi-

. .

you can _contact editorial page ririterS,Ao:suggest editorials'Ori the sbbject of
your -Choice,.With an offer fOhellb,.supply,relevent background Maierial and/-
or an expert to supply -backgrotinCadVice. yoii. can contact, ridio and. TV ;

-stations to suggest -dubjects for station''.eclitorial or offer tç ). write-one- ehd
record it for thern Also, you san conbet stptibris-to.den*d- eqOal tir:he to
respond to an editorial that you .wish to challenge. Similarly,-you-can
approakradio and TV,programidirktors_and offer to supply pube service
program materiai, from 30 sTeconds wortlY.to-.b-half- f-rdurprogram.as!tfAy-
require..

Another.method of Teachibg'selectedpublics4trirough the orfiani2vion.
8

'--and promotion of a speaker's bureau.
And, I Would like to",pOint. oCi-eth'at =many more speeches have cnangecf

or shaped the direction events have taken than many people welize. Most of
you are aware- 'cif Churchhilits -iron cprtaill: srj.eect-i" at-a small coliege in
Missouri which belped refocus thefree worid's perception of.bur fermer allies.
He-supplied a p'firase which permitted great numbers.of pedle.to uficlerstandi!'-,
on their own levels what was occUrrin9 in their world,' However, how.Vany
of.you are awire th&t a Soeech'given in Chicago in 1963 by Dr. Samuel. Kirk
at a conference sponsored .by the Fund for the PerCeptually 'Handicapped.-
Children. first 'introduced the .phrase . "learning disability"? lt had-the.
staggering impact of causing the' cOnvention lhat evebing 10 vote to
organize itself as The Assooiation for chitiren with. Learning Disabilities
(AC LE)). Five years later, the Division fOr Children with'. LeamingDisabilitieS
(DC LD) w ized within the .çounoiras.organ.'-for Exceptional Children.

.

(However, as Dr. J L Wiederholt has-pointed out, tne irbnY is that Dr. Kirk
gave that speech ,to pleq_ for the abandonment Of terms, whith were
instructionally useless, not for the creation of anothei one!)
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Since representatives of the news media best like events unfolding before
their verY eyes, special eventsfairs, expositions, etc., can be staged to drama-
tize the need or service you wish brought to the public's attention: In fact,
you can recruit civic organizations (Jayrees,, Kiwanis, women's clubs, etc.)
to co-sponsor, .support, or even run the._events. Don't underestimate the
Pbtential impact of,a special eventfor example the 1913 Armory Show in
New 'York created the background for-our first "publicity masterpiece-, as
art critic 'Hilton Kramer has pointed out. That' was'the show Which made
Marcel Duchamp farnous and his "Nude DesCending the Staircase" a publicity
masterpiece upon which proponents and opponents of modern art,focused.
It has symbolized a Whole cultural shift for almost six'derades.

My comments -to this ociint relate genel'ally, to your local or regional
neWs community.. To achieve national or international impact, the wire
services, news- mdgazines, and radio and TV networkF must be reached.

Generally speaking, working, with ,the two major U.S. news wire
the AP .and the UPI iS similar to working With newspaPers directly, with one
major exception. Newspapers have daily editions and as many deadlines

- during the clay as they-have editions; wire services on the other hand, have
no' editions or constant deadlines. They Move important news on their
general wires all day lorigp

These wire services maintain their headquarters in Rew York City, With
bureaus,: in Washingtcin,. D.C., state capitals and-key cities throughout :tile
country. They also have-'"stringers ".. or part-time corresponaents in newspaper-

-offices in smaller news.penters. Local papers, which are meMbers of one of
/the wire serVices generallye feed back community news to their seMces;
which in turn may relay these stories to other parts.of the.country. The two
major wire -Services work in sPlit-second time and-do expect equal treatment
in receiving news material at the same time: In our workshop session We can
discuss how wire. service needs and news magazineneeds are met by giving
them advance copies of important speeches, informing them of intervieW
possibilities, etc.

Celebrity Status of SpokesmarL
Network TV. news and talk shows require more specialized-treatment.

Headquarters for 'ABC, CBS and NBC news are located in New York CitY,
also with bureaus in Washington. D.C., and key cities. Generally, i-f you Make
contact with your local netwoi:k .44u ,manager, indicating your group's
area Of.expertise, you maY:be cohtNted frdm -time to time for help on any
speciarprograms he is working -bril Out of this relationship develops the
Opportunity to "sell" your news,stories when the occasion rises. To place
your group's spokesman on a network talk show, you -must work with the
show's cOntact in whate.ver -city the show-originates. This is hard going and
requires almost celebrity status on your spokesroan'S part. We can discuss
this method of media work in detail in our working-session, if you wish.

The use of press conferericeS, films, syndicated columns, mat distribution
services, fact Sheets, press kits.,,and so forth all can be discussed in our work
sessions,- for their use is determined by the program developed.

I would like to briefly outline the basic four-step public relations
technique for program development which is used universally by almost all
professional PR men.
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Step One: Fact-finding. Use research-- to ascertain the nature of the
problem or opportunity, assess attitudes of affected publics,
and determine other factors that can be identified.

Step Two: Planning. Establish a public relations program which will
coincide with the overall objectives of your group.

Step Three: COmmunication. Implementatibn of a planned program
through effective communications

Step Four: Evaluation. Assessment of the- results obtained and the
techniques used.

This four-step method (research, planning, communication, and evalu-
ation) should be used. for each major effort your organization undertakes to
reach the specific publics.

Because this is .truly the "age of publicity-, as various commentators
have pointed out, it is important to recognize that yob must use publicity
techniques to gair for your organization its fair share of public, support.

-Although if is true that the climate of receptivity of our target publics may
be minimal; these publics can be reached with significant programs.' It is your
jOb to lay-bare the significance of your programs so your publics can appreci--
ate them and in, turn give you the desired support. They wi)I give it if you
remernber to tet1 them whaVs in-it for them

Fighting "Elitism" is Challenge
Finally; in 'Closing,-1 would like to suggest that that has been and will

continue to be your greatest challengecorrectly, identifying, -what's in"
your programs for the education of the gifted and talented that will somehow
benefit the general publicyou seelZ to communicate with. Your_programs will
always, on first impression, smack of "elitism."

If I may be so presumptious to speak from personal experience, I would
like to identify the latent hostility your programs may bring fortft

In my lifetime, I have earned letters in three sportsfootball, basketball
and tradk. I have earned a place on an Army boxing team in Europe, I have
earned an A.A. Degree, a B.A. Degree and an M.A. Degree. I have sat for
and passed the accreditation exams for the -Public _Relations Society of
America. None of these biographical facts elicit anger from my friends and
associates when they learn of them. HoWever, about half Of them get angry
when they find out I sat for an IQ exam and qualified to become a member
of Mensa.

My wanting to see hoW fast 1 could=run, how skilled I could become at
football and basketball and boxing, and how much 1 could learn held no
intrinsic threat to their well being. Somehow, however, my desire -to see how
high I could jump on the 10 scale represents a threat to their existence and I
a,m usually subjected to a harangue about my ego deficiencies and the fact
that IQ tests mean nothing. My usually mild response is I am probably the
most insecure under-achiever .known to man and that I view 10 tests as any
other public measurementwe all come to it with the same basic equipment
and we all jump against the same scaleand finally that I really mean them

6 no personal harm when 1 took the tests and joined MensaI just wanted to
see if I could do it
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All programs developed to raise the public consciousness about the edu-.

. 'cation of the gifted will have to have the power, to overcdme the mentality,
the mind set, I have just described. I don't think it is an insurmountable
challenge, but I do think it is a difficult one. I look forward to trying our
hand at doing.just that during this two-day Institute.
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EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP:
-ITS RESPONSIBILITIES TO THE GIFTED AND TALENTED STUDENT

Norman Hall, Superintendent, Andrews (Texas) Independenttchool District, EXecutive Committee
of the American Association of School Administrators

As I understand my assignment; because I am a "line superintendent"
and should be aware of educational problernt from the standpoint of a
school administrator and the board of education, I am to discuss aspects.of
leadership which are necessary to implement programs for the gifted and
talented student. I can assure you that many professional educators do not
give the proper attention to providing for the gifted and talented, and the
public does not understand this aspect of public education,

In America, where we have undertaken to educate all the children of all
the people, we may sometimes think that this is such a horrendous task that
we are enamored by almost any proposed program, The "bdnd wagon" move-
ment often turns our head, "and the- research-based program may be left
behind.

There are I iterally thousands of school execUtives who, while preaching
the merits of the alternative schools, real)y believe that such an efficient and
effective teaching approach to all the children of all the people is really a
mission impossible_ Same say there are no real success stories to which we
can point. A recent meeting of the Colrege Board had the theme "Education
Tomorrow: For Whom? Why?" They began a year-long assessment of elements
that may influence the substance and structure of education for the rest of
the twentieth centUry. Perhaps the attention to the gifted and talented student
may fare better here than in countless other similar ventures.

As a school administrator, I am interested in the gifted and talented
student because of recent accountability movements in the field of education.
Speaking of accountabilitY, this may prove to be a real ally of leadership.

Recent literature identifies five basic problems in educational manage-
ment. They are (1) finance, (2) leadership, (3) the credibility gap, (4) mis-
guided resources, and (5) professional competence, Each and every one of
the problems can be related to the lack of programs for the gifted and talented
in our schools. Few eduCational leaders deny that the gifted and talented are
-short=changed" in a large majority of our school systems, This most likely is
due to the myth that "the gifted kids make their oWn way."

With only two to three percent of our students now looked upon as gifted
and talented, most boards of education and even administrators will rational-
ize, "Why work with two to three percent when 30 percent or even 40 percent
are identified and crying for remedial programs, and, besides, federal and/or
state funds are available for remedial programs." Reports reveal that most
alternative schools are designed to meet the needs of the disadvantaged and
alleviate integration problems, and if a gifted and talented program gets into
the design at all, it is often only a by-product.
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Tho myth referred to.previously carthe fractured by the fact that research
. .

indicates that 10 to 20 percent of, the nation's gifted and talented students
become high school drOpouts, that a Much larger percentage never.attend
college, and many more realize only a slightly greater degree of partial
fulfillment. There canbe various explanations, tiut in many cases,a degree of
failure on the schools' part has been a factor.

Admittedly, the gifted and talented are capable of taking great leaps in
certain areas of knowledge, but there may also-be gaps. These gaps are most
of ter9 related to sub-skills in reading, such as comprehension, vocabulary, and
gat6ering main ideas of sentences and paragraphs.

For yearseducators have said that the public was not listening, but now,
they can4hear a pin drop. Bechuse of such reactions, many school districts are
going through, a needs-assessinent process which has often been inspired by
groups outside the school organization. The practicing administrator can well
perceive the reaction of the typical t xpayer who is faced with added expendi-
tures to finance new or different 0 grams for the gifted and talentedonly
another way- to spend the tax dollx . Incidentally, justifying the tax dollar
spent by education institutions may be the greatest challenge ahead for the
school administrator.

We need to develop and point out many options in the process of edu;
eating kids. Many "line administrators- do ,not know enough of the
definition of the gifted and talented, how to identify such people, what to
do after the identification has been made, and why offer options in the
process.

I have been associated with a school system which has been working
intently with individualized instruction. In the -process of -developine such-a-
program, 277 Tading skills were identified as essential for a student finishing
the sixth grade To some extent during the second year of the program and
to a large degree during the third year, approximately 7 percent of the fifth
grade pupils had already Mastered the 277 reading skills before Christmas,
while 17 percent of the sixth grade students had a similar track record. The
illustration is given to add emphasis to the fact that alternative programs are
essential to today's school program. Remember, the alternative approach is
often the beginning of a gifted and talented program.

The normal school curriculum calls for a 70/30 ratio between time spent
on teaching basic skills and time devoted to higher cognitive learning, such
as, reasoning, drawing inferences, and reaching conclusionsThe 'gifted child
seems to need the reverse emphasis..

Faced with more critical problems, many school systems have done
little to pinpoint the gifted or talented child's needs, especially at the
elementary level. The-gifted and talented groups need to be identified as
early as possible and nurtured with the help of committed teacher's and
other professionals. Otherwise, their raw ability may wither. Saudies indicate
that between 1.5 to 2 million intellectually gifted children ard in the United
States. This would mean two to three percent of the studerits in any given
classroom might fall into such a classification.

Keep in mind that many so-called gifted and talented are ill-adapted to
live a normal life and are often prone to encounter physical and psychological
prbblems. 3 6
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If a major purpOse of American education is to meet each- child's
individual needs, then should this- not also apply ,as ,rnuch to those who
rebuire greater intellectual enrichrnent as to those who are slow learners, the-
handicapped, remedial students, economically disadvantaged, or emotionally
dikurbed? t

However, in spite-of the above rationale, vve nOrmally look at the.needs
of= today's children aS college-bound, compensatory education, vciCational,
-education, and career education, with scarcely a mentiOn Of the average Child,
let alone the gifted and talented.

The- cl imate of community expectations must be conducive to meet the
needS of 91,1 the children. Active, aggressive eduCational leadership must
assUme the responsibility of bringing Such a C1iMita.inf0 reality, Spirited
educational leadership will recognize, that the performanbe of the school
should be gauged On What it does for all Of its puPils, and at the sarne time,

that,tfie gap between those who can 'and .will learn and those who
can't and won't is growing even wider. That same leadership will know that
the resources- of a school district could be better toed if we spent leSS time in
-teaching children what they already know. Time and time again; educators.
will ponder, "are we trufy meeting the needs of all children?-

Leadership which is destined to bring about change will demonstrate a
concern; assess needs'(each educational community likes to feel that its needs
are a little different); act as though accountability is a responsibility for all;
set priorities; explore managembnt by objectives; and build into district-wide
goals a program for all children.

The Texas State Department of Education has published nine priorities
for edutation. One 'of the nine has to do with programs for fhe gifted and
talented students. Such action on the state level can assist the loCal school.
district in working with the community to provide information -concerning
the gifted ond talented; show a need for; and -create a desire on the part of
the local school patrons,

Even -after the state and the local drstricts work to bring about goals for
each local district; such goals are really insignificant until the implemen-
tation phase becomes a reality. I have had experience in setting instructional
goals, only to discover there were no administrative goals to set the
instructional goals into motion. Leadership will provide a monitoring system
to keep the district's time, energy, and resources moving in the same direct ion

Some defMed responsibility seems to be in our immediate.future. That
responsibility has sometimes been termed accountability. Accountability to
whom? The child first. Accountability for what? The improvement of the
delivery system. Accountability can be the vehicle through which educational
reform and improvement can come.

The literature of today contains much about educational management.
Much of the literature stresses the principle that effective educational
management should include managing all the facets of the education
program All too often we have not taken hold of certain elements of the
education program unless or until they are thrust upon us by outside forces.

Much "food for thought- can be found in The Future Management of'
Education, by Spencer Myers Among the many elements of the foundations
for progress, one can glean seven management principles, which are as follows:

3 7
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(1) a statement of the major mission of the organization; ,(2) statein'en
goals and objectives essential to the accomplishment pf the Mistjon; (3),Care-
ful.definition.of the product;, '(4) a description-pt.4716 delivery system; (5) an
outline of the strutural lines ,of the organiption; (6) ,an accounting of
productiVitanO: ri) a date-based communatidn system. Each and every
principle ,stated provides .-a.TioSsibifity to enhance the educatienal programs
offered in any given commtinft..'

Perhaps the one management principlemith the greatest significance for
the child at the desk is the one having to do with the delivery system.
Beiween the goal and the all-important results secured at a given point in
tirrie is the delivery 'system. This principle brings into focus the fact that the
major misssion of the _educational enterprise is the production of learning,
and learning can be defined as "guantifiable, changes in the behavior of the
learner, attributable to the scbool,-

I have attempted to point the blame at those of us'who are practicing.
administrators, When I say blaMe, I mean being-responsible for not pushing'
for programs for ,the gifted and talented in our respective corrimunities. A
program of any kind Must have a facilitator and someOne in a leadership
position to see it through the inevitable rciugh spots. I doubt that many
programs fail. I am convinced that people fail, and in far too many caSes
becaLtse of attitude, poor Motivation; lack of' deSire and neglectoften
planned neglkt.

Providing the well-balanced program for the gifted and talentRd is going
to be tougher than it was (or is) on the other end of the spectrum, the way
we go about ttlis program may be as important as what we gain in the end.

!Remember, .accountability is visibility of service, Wit- accountability;
like beauty, is in the eyes oi the beholder.
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THE POWER OF PUBLIC.OPINION

Robert Pearrnag, Managing tditor, Kansas City Times

I presume that I am here to speak because the frarnersbf-this program
believe that the power of public opinionand iti rholding 'and Oltimate.ffh0
oh the political processis certainly sorivthing anyone'ln your profeSsi0
needs to understand,

=

siGovern ment9 and administrator& federal, gate and local, have' enormous
Communications problems... eAnd we know that many programs are not
supported by the public or; lf they are funded, are operating poorly because
they are not understood by the people they are intended to.benefit.

Let's talk for a moment about the desirabilitylet us say necessify of
informing the,public in order to keep government' moving forward', even to
keep it moving at all. sak

A Figh; at Harvard University'
There is currently a fi'ghfrat Harvard University over the absence of any

instruction in communication and Public opinion in the univetsiteS.'Kennedy .

School of-Government: The university administration has chosen '41 keep th0-.. .

school -pure-, so as not to confuse young ilninds with extrankbus matter;
such as knowing about the media end how theylwork..

That attitude has drawn many' 'critics. The most pointed, perhaps,.is
-John Crichton, . president of the- cAmerican Association of Advertising.
:#6,gencies, who protested: "I think it's a little strange that the Kennedy

'3-Sthool of Government seems to find no time or plade oh its.c.usriculum
public opinion and Communication when s.o many government people Can
find:time for verY little else."

In thiS4spute Erwin Canham, editor emeritus Of The Christian Science
Monitor, and Senator .Hubert Kumphery of Minnesota have lined up solidly
against the Harvard administration. .1 .

-To ignore the role of public opinion is a serious evasion of responsi-
bility," Canham said..

And. Senator Humphrey noted that any political science study(end
one might add education curriculurn)-L-would be improved by course material'
in the area of pub4c opinion and communication.'

What does an internecine fight at Harvard have tp do with *\fiyhyyop.are
in4Ifii-room? Well, I would subMit 'that the very arguments being advanced
tHere have application elsewhere. Anchthat if the schools where you obtained
one Or more of your degrees had better prepared you for the`nittV-gritty of
understanding-and dealing with the media then there would be tittle purpose
in your being here today.
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today And by the time it got around to me two weeks ago I took it that Dr
Ray McGuire had become more than a little desperate. Any old port in the'
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Whate'ver the reason, the oil companies have one recourse not available
TO you They Gdn Spend MUre on advertising in a single dayadvertising that
attempts to get their story acrossthan, I wOuld guess, the total of all of the
blidgets in this room
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was a cinch to win the Democtatic nomination for the Presidency; and not
nti an airplane in Beirut oil June 1, 1967. because was certain

rrnthrnq was going to happen there
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lavi, the flexibility and authority to arrange alternatives in the
prograni with the sindrint, parents, teacher, and co'mmunity

Yorci se a consultat ive and coordinat eve role with teachers and
di :Thnrshtor; in the overall operation of the program

knowlprirwahle ot community resources and assist teachers
mmunity to gni together in the use of these resources

1) tier .st Oen ts Opportunities for interaction; develop
important imorporsonal and social skills among these students;
tir -.rridtt (1roilp activit les which cross age mil classroom lines

tn ntioncr the iritirlaction
Ate student looming through 'helpfulness' s aides '.trp

or i)ther !.,tatf members
g,lod iinti take action when and where appropriate

ri,acci-ner and follow up
rnrinniinir-, and learnt :icess throughout and beyond

orioncol of the student, Educational, vocational,
mi job pl,)cenient are important functions

, ri law part carried out, by the counselor.
f pi,F.emerit actiVities With referral agencies, com-

l. poq secondary education institOtions is a
Of 1-)0 p7irt or a guidance program, Placement

lextied arid rAotild become a part of
:Hc, e*porwsi and coordination in this area

folftm up of student experiences and
t information in evaluating existing pro-
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.1: lii eot the desired information in a
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two-way communication and trust is essential Ab .the learning
process,

. Evaluation
A well-designed program end plan of action will be easily evaluated
-in terms of outcome. Procese evaluation should also be made a part
of the ongoing evaluation procedures. Evaluation is usually best
understood when use is made of the terms of person(s) asking for
the accountability. Changes in the program plan should reflect the
verification or recommendations revealed through the evaluation.
The most positive evaluations of the gifted and talented programs
seem to come from those students who. percieve to have been
treated as individuals.

Recommendatiops for Gifted and Talented
The following are recommended action items to include in your program

plan for the gifted and the talented:

a4 The program must help students develop a sense of responsibility
for their own direction. As students become more and more self-
sufficient anduresponsible, the greater control they will have of
their own destinies.
Get students involved at the assessment and planning stages of
development. Listen carefully to what they are really ,telling us
through what they do and what they say.
Give these students encouragement and recognition when earned.
Students ,are not interested in praise for everything and especially,
not for mediocrity. Praise them for their beSt efforts.
Make provisions for ongoing activities whereby students and staff
get to know each other personally. There is a high need for this
interaction with adults at a meaningful level by these students.
Encouragement must-be given toward student identification with
another significant adult outside the school. The student-mentor
idea seems to have great merit and should be an integral part of
any program.
Careful attention must be given to the career development aspects
of each student's growth. The planned and coordinated continuum
of choices and experiences throughout the pupil's lifetime will
contribute to' positive career development. Each student must be
afforded a wide range of opportunities to participate in the school
career education program.
Teachers and counselors should be involved in state and local plan-
ning of programs-for the gifted and talented. gne of our greatest
challenges is the updating and inservicing of educator staffs.
Through their involvement they should become cbgnizant of needs
for different training experiences for those people expecting to
become teachers and counselors.
Other members of the helping professionspsychologists, social
workers, health educators, and nursesmust be inrluded in the
team working with the gifted and talented.
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New, different and/or innovative programs involvihg the gifted and
talented have a high built-in success factor. Th6e programs should
be used as demonstrations of changa and opor4unity to be ex-
tended to all students i. school.,

i. Interested gifted and talented students can be an inspiration to
other students and staff when placed in helpihg 'relationships in the
school and community.

k. Gifted and talented students can make significant contributions to
the resolution of problems experienced by others through their
involvement in problem solving, decision making, and planning
sessions with adult as well as student leaders in, the school and
community.

I. Programs involving the gifted and talented must be truly different
and meaningful individual needs. Priorities must be established
and certain risks taken when developing a program for the gifted,
and talented: The affective development of human potential is
More important and much more difficult to bring abäut than is
the cognitive development.

m. Significant abilities and taleht may be identified at almost any time
in the total life of a person. These characteriptics know.no barriers
from socio-economic status, race, creed, or age. Some students will
exhibit multi-potential and efforts must be made to identify These
persons, ,

n. We. have a responsibility to develop school and community aware-.
ness and understanding of the gifted and talented student and
program. Knowledge and theory in this area are well established irt
the educational field. !Application and communication of this'
knowledge with potential participants and the general public is a
part of our role as educators. We are challenged to do our best and
in so doing receive the credit due: Effective and ongoing public
relations is'essential.

Within this brief span of time, we have discussed:a general overview of
essential and potential involvement of the counselor through a guidance and
counsefing program with the gifted and the talented. ht is now left to you to
seek the additional related information and understanding of the significance
of guidance and counseling as an integral part of program plans for the gifted
and the talented. Assess carefully your student and staff needs and resources
and build a program making maximum use qf present and potentially:
developed expertise. As a professional organization, the American School
Counselor Association and its member counselors are prepared to assist,
further elaborate, and otherwise contribute beyond this statement toward
strengthening programs for the gifted and the talented. The challenges are
extraordinary_ As a team working together, we are capable.of accomplishing
the-task
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THE PERFORMING'
AND VISUAL ARTS
AND THE GIFTED AND TALENTED
(Transcribed Presentation)

Mary Hunter. olf, Director of Educational Planning and Development, American Shakespeare Theatre

One of the things that I want to present to you in your thinking about
programs for talented kids, and about yourselves in that relation, is the great
value of the theatre as a premise for all gifted .kids. As academic gifted
pro'grams began, there was a tremendous acceptance in their development but
there was a feeling for the arts: "We wiliget around to that some day."

Fortunately, that has been changed and there is a much broader
concept now of what gifted and talented kids need. The question about
theatre and the visual arts serving all gifted students and teachers, and the,
importance 'of having some understanding and some experience of the arts,
is really the thing I am here to try to persuade you. You may not agree but
by the end of the afternoon you may see the reason for my ingdness!

The principal reason for a broadened scppe_is that very often highly
gifted children who excel in special _areas develop high skills quite early. Their
parents and their teachers identify this interest. I think you all know that in
music the kid takes it and.really runs with it. He or she gets the backing of the
music teacher, support of the family, and is really practicing; like on the violin
three hours per day, and so on and so forth. What vert often happens to an
artist in music, and in all the arts as a matter of fact, is a kind of tunnel vision.
The artists tell us over and over again that as adults, they have to back up to
catch up. The artists reduce their focus on highly skilled orientation and bet
to be people. The artist will get to have responses in all areas, and to develop
as atotal human being. I think this is enormously important for the child
who has the tendency to feel, "I am tremendously good at one special thing."
The child, for instance, who draws well, stops talking. I'm exaggerating but
you know what I mean. He or she gets an enormous amount of satisfaction
of communicating through drawing and somewhat withdraws from all needs
in terms of development.

A Total Instrument
But perhaps more important than these interperson relationships is the

question about potential, and the fact that we are all a total instrument. We
are not juSt up in the head. We are not just focusing our ears as a musician.
We are constantly a total nervous, responding mechanism with our whole
body, and our whole imagination. Everything that can be done to help the
child function in complete command of his body, in command of concen-
tration in all fields, in command of himself in spaceall of these things are
enormously valuable. For development in any field, I think theatre supplies
the very best opportunities for this.
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I wanted just to touch on certain specific things, then I'll come back to
them and maybe you can ask some questions about it, too. The first part of
the afternoon I would like to share with you my feelings about what theatre
can skipply.i Now, by theatre I am not talking about getting up and being part
Jof the school performance of Damn Yankees in the Spring performance. I
am talking about what theatre training can offer in terms of personal
discipline and development, and of actual organization of the self.

One of the most important aspects for the very youngand then it goes
right on up through the then-age periodis intergroup relationship. When
you are working with a theatre problem, or whatever the nature of the
activity, you- are Working with a group of people. You cannot be a solo
instrument. You have to be a part of the group. You have to relate to the
group. You have to interact with them. You have to consent. And I don't
think that there ig a living human whd doesn't need, from the very earliest
time, to interact.

I feel as I have said earlier, it is essential for gifted people because they
do tend to separate :themselves out. They separate themselves from other
people and other opportunities and other experiences. Theatre work also has
in it the acceptance of authority_ It has the acceptance of authority in a way,
r think, that is most creative. A really good and talented director knows, first
of all, that whatever guidance, whatever plan, and ,whatever concept he has,
that finally it is the actor up there doing it all alone:There comes a point
when authority must relinquish. The director is an organizer and releaser.

This question: "Can young children working with a group understand
personal relations and authority in a Creative Way?" I want to point Oist that
theatre work can do this and I think that one of the reasons theatre is so
enormously supportive in this regard is that it involves all the arts. There is
no separation.

Enormous Panorama
I think lots of us who may not have been involved much in the theatre

think of the actor, the director, and maybe the designer. But do you not
think of the enormous panorama of jobs to be done and of exposure to
different kinds of experiences? Because the theatre really, and literallY, and
precisely involves every art. Every form of art we know. And, in most
instances, everyone working in a theatre today shares.

You may not actually be functioning as a musician but you are intensely
aware of how important the music is. It is surprising to me how many actors
erre quite good musicians. They have learned about music and have been
drawn into it because of their experience in the theatre.

One point about development of irnagination is that release of imagi-
nation is important to every person. I am not talking about what I.consider
ideal education, but I am stressing how utterly iniportant imagination release
is to the gifted and the talented.

We are aware of the fact that in so many of the academic areas, within a
generation, there has been an enormous change. We talk about that all the
time, but the change in writing and in other' academic mechanisms is so
profoundand we can really see it happeningthat this capacity to accept
and to be free in imagination is new.

You make a leap into taking a chance_ If your imagination is going to
be free, you must be ready to take that instant leap at a dangerous point
when you very often feel that you have nothing left. The function of imagi-
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nation is, that at that very moment, it comes to your rescue. Something
begins to happen and can, literally, Ile released with training. There is no
doubt about it. I have. seen it. I have done it. I have worked with it: This
process can be opened with great .freedom and a great deal of creativity and
imagination.

Now on the subject of concentration. Concentration is a very specific
act, an active state of being where you are relating'to something and really
into it. Concentration can be practiced like shooting baskets. I can grow and-
you can grow_ We Fan discover what our particular method of concentraion
is. There are many different ways and I don't think enough attention has
been giyen to the study of this.

Theft we turn to the whole question about interpretation, which is
really examination of Ixperience. Interpretation is an examination of how
do I get from here to there. 'Interpretation of a role in a play requires an
enormous amount of- information, an enormous amount of intuitive feeling,
and a tremendous amount of skill td make that interpretation work. Choices
are being offered constantly. The question- of priority of choices, the ability
to separate out' the priorities and Oorhe to grips with decisions, iS one of the
most important lessons to learn.

Organization is enorrnously importaTit also. Tolive under a deadlitie is a
condition where the creative person very often finds himself or herself/ Many"-
people never learn to live with a deadline. some people lean ori a (ileadline
and cannot work without it. TO organize and distribute your time, knowing
that you have a destination you haye to reach by a certain point, is tught to
you by the rehearsal process probably better than any other prodeis that I
know.

-,Complicated Mental Process

Now comes the more developed mental part which I call conceptualizing.
Conceptualizing is probably the most complicated mental prodess that we
have_ This means that you can take material over into one area, define its
essence, and move it over into another area, re-expressing the material in -

other terms, I think this is so important that one of the programs that I am
doing with seventh and eighth graders is organized corhpletely around this
process.

The children are working through different art forms. They start with a
theatre problem, using this potential conceptualizing quality. My own feeling
is that if the kids do not get this kind of experience in the seventh or eighth
grade, they never get it in theirfives.

Many students do not rgally understand what it is to absorb material,
master it, and then run with for use in other fields. A very interesting, and
extended test was given at Johns Hopkins University by a group of education
specialists to compare cognitive learning and experiential learning. The edu-
cators came to the conclusion that experiential learning kir the young, has,
bv an enormous amount, 'more to offer to the developmental process than
cognitive learning.

So these things, concentration, imagination, interpretation, conceptuali-
zation, are really the things that I feel theatre has to offer. How many of you
have ever been in a play? Almost all, I seb. If you remember back and really
think about the rehearsal experience, you are aware of all you learn in three,
or four
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of people. You relate to the other people and their jobs, and what they are
doing. You learn whatever is necessary to be learned about the play, and so
on. You master this, you discover your own inter'pretation power, and you
come out with a product.

I offer this to you as an illustration. Teachers say to me, "I get my class
together as a community by the end of the school term, then I lose them." I
say you can 'create that learning community in three days. I guarantee it by
the use,of certain kinds of theatre technique: There is no need-to be afraid
of a learning community in which,the individual will not flower. In fact, I get
a little nervous about individualized-learning programs as they so often, too
often, isolate students from other people. The prograrn is so individualized
that ihe child comes and goes_as a private person without really seeing how
he or she fits in the total school picture. I have seen some learning situations

a of this type that have been taken much too far.
Now what about the other art forms which lead to different kinds of

activity? certainly writing Can be a natural tool for anyone working in theatre.
One of the ways I get my workshop to write is to identify a theatre 15roblem
and write about the best way to deal -with that problem. In the process the
students need to recall what they did the day before in the workshop. Then
they start to polish their writing, removing and eliminating words and phrases.

Before you know it kids, who tell you they haVe never been able to
write, are writing with ease and skill because the theatre activity is dictating
a need for this particular skill. Writing becomes a tool instead of a defeating
activity in which there may have been many previous failures. The writers go
on to work on plays and literature which open up more rblationships.

Painting and drawing come very naturally and very easily to the theatre.
Asense of construction and sculpture is necessary in the design elements of a
play. Set design can represent the very embodiment of, a play. Music I have
already spoken about.

Environmental Art

Then there is a kind of general area which is ,coming much more
important. There are many young petiole who have really flowered, in what
we call -environment." In environmental art, the students are not pinned
down to the academic studies of architecture. They are solving environmental
problems and studying what are the elements in environment which change
people, or free them, or confine them. Again, this question of environment is
an essential part of expression in the theatre.

That is very briefly, my case for the importance of the theatre experience
as a way to help, support, and release talented kids, whatever their field
may be_

Now I would like to go back to one of the interesting aspects about
music programs for gifted. When you are identifying kids for gifted and
talented programs, you have to watch out for the kid who is really not very
talented but has high skill. Fdr that child looks like a dream. He or she plays
the piano well, for example, but the musicality and capacity to develop is
purely mechanical. The child has learned to do it just as some people have
learned to type_

I f you put that non-gifted kid along side of a child who might have real
genius but as yet no skills, you should look foe the difference and keep the
problem in mind. Skill in the young does not necessarily mean a gift. The
skills could be a result of pushing from adults or developed by the child to
attract attent ion_
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Near the Center where we work there is a very large parking garage that
leaks. In a certain secticin of it, where the water on rainy days runs-through
and drips, there is. a very musical, almost scary, Combination of sounds. Our
workshop leader takes the kids there just to listen. When they come back he
asks them howthey would reproduce those sounds. It is amazing how, almost
at once, the kids who have a feeling for organization of sounds and rhythm,
who are gifted musically, can demonstrate the various combinations of
sounds.

I 'am one of the persons who believes we should start with our gifted
and Plented kids and give them a very broad opportunity to experience
many things. And I am nottalking about a smattering. ,1 am talking about
presenting experiences to give gifted youngsters a chance to expand themselveS
in other than the area of their main concentration. I arh talking about one
horror story that I even hate tb think about.

When I was at the University of Chicago, in the flat building where I
lived there was a young man. He scurried about the campus like a I ittle, rabbit.
He was very small, had a big head, and neyer talked to anyone. When he had
a paper to present he would give it very, very rapidly and then run away. He
was a genius and was at the university on a scholarship. He avoided contact
With any other people. He died of malnutrition.

This student did not have enough money to buy food to eat. He did not
ask for food. He lived off of potatoes for weeks. He was incapable of reaching
out He couldn't grow. It is a terrible, but true story.
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Mary Hunter Wolf is Director of Education Planning and Developrnent for, the
American Shakespeare Theatre. Director, producer, teacher; she has directed on" Broadway
The Respectful Prostitute, Great To Be Alive, Ballet;Ballads, Carib Song, All the Way
Home, Peter Pan (associate director), and others on'arid off Broadway. Mary Hunter Wolf
established the teaching plan for the Amerjcan 'Theatre Wing's Professiorlal Training
Ptogram, a G.I. Bill college level interdisciplinary program in performing and technical
theatre arts.

Currently sh6 is executive vice president of The Society of Stage Directors and
Choreogiaphers, member of The Connecticut Commission on the Arts, and Title I II

Advisory Councils for Connecticut in the fields of innovation and special education. Under
her direction the American Shakespeare Theatre has .developed a Center for Theatre
Techniques- in Education through which AST plans and administers ifederal and state
grants for Title I I I ESEA and Title VI I (ESAA) as well as innovative workshops open

,

to teachers, community groups, and students.
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GIFTED EDUCATION:
HELP'BY ASSOCIATION

-The three professional associations described in this section were repre-,.

sehted 'At the Bicentennial Midyear Leadership Training Institute by their
national executives. In each, case, the individuals heading the groups are
interested in furthering the cause of better education for the gifted and
talented.

The associatiobi can helpjchool districts in these regards, on a rocal or
state level. CoUriseling, curriilum , and leadership are important inter-
relationships for the gifted. st ent. Broadening the scope to include these
areas can only' benefit efforts fr gifted education.
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AASA

Founded in 1865 as the Nation& Association of School Superintendents,
the American Association of School Administrators adorned their present
name ih 1937 'as an associated organization with National EducatiOn
Associat ion. -

The governing body of AASA, the Executive Committee, consists of six
elective members who hold office for three years. Among`other duties of the
committee, is the appointing of special commissions for investigation and
research, and inviting other educational organizations to meet with the
association. Members of the'Executive Committee also accept invitations to
represent the association at state organization meetings, seminars, or other

eeti gs where their services can be helpful.
ASA believes that a primary cultural goal of society is to help children

grow into mature, self-sufficient, fully functioning citizens who are able to
._meet the demands of life effectively. Their pamphlet, 1975 Platform and
Resolutions, further states that "education is the greatest constructive force
available to people for the solution of their problems and the promotion of
their personal growth and well being."

The education adminiStrators ,believe that school boards must provide
continGoUs improvement in educational facilities and programs and school
superintendents must exercise effective leadership. The quality of education
depends primarily upon adthinistrative leadership and the competency of the
instructional staff.

To achieve these objectives the association states that the school
administrators will work for adequate financial suppiort for public schools
from local, state, and federal sources; plan programs of quality education;
and eliminate all barriers to equality of educational opportunity for all
children.

Continuing resolutions listed .in the association publication included a
national program of certification reciprocity and increased efforts for success-
fully-integrated schools, by supporting transportation of students, working
to establish open housing, equal employment opportunities, economic
security, and full social participation. AASA supports education accounta-
bility, based on shared responsibility by members of the profession, local
school boards, and other legislative bodies. The association urges adminis-
trators to give leadership in joining with others to develop and.irnplement
accountability programs in all education agencies.

On student testing: -AASA recognizes the limitations of currently-used
intelligence and achievement types of standardized testing procedures.
AASA therefore urges its members to point out actively the limitations of
standardized tests to their constituency and to work.to prevent their misuse;
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and wOrk actively on the development of iiable individuallwbased
. alternatives uch-es criteriOnleferended tests. _

Other areas of concern for the'association are the following:

Administrator-School Board Relationships
Continuing Professional Develaprn'ent Of Ad
Early Childhood Education
Curriculurn Implementation.

Current resolutions adopted by the 1975 AASA Delegate Assembly in
Dallas,. in&kude evaluation of personnel and programs, and ochoot finances to-
provide for quality education' in public schools with special;federai anc)-state
aPpropriations to encourage experimentation and to promote improvement
in local-education agencies. The concept of the administratke team is recom-
mended, td be.established in each school.district, to represent eviery category
of administrator and supervisor, and to confront the econorniO and, welfare
concerns of members.

For additional information, contact AASA 801 North Moore St., Arl gton, VA 22209.
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